We propose an efficient and accurate parametric finite element method (PFEM) for solving sharpinterface continuum models for solid-state dewetting of thin films with anisotropic surface energies. The governing equations of the sharp-interface models belong to a new type of high-order (4th-or 6th-order) geometric evolution partial differential equations about open curve/surface interface tracking problems which include anisotropic surface diffusion flow and contact line migration. Compared to the traditional methods (e.g., marker-particle methods), the proposed PFEM not only has very good accuracy, but also poses very mild restrictions on the numerical stability, and thus it has significant advantages for solving this type of open curve evolution problems with applications in the simulation of solid-state dewetting. Extensive numerical results are reported to demonstrate the accuracy and high efficiency of the proposed PFEM.
Introduction
Solid-state dewetting of thin films on substrates is a ubiquitous phenomenon in thin film technology, which has been observed in a wide range of systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and is of considerable technological interest (e.g., see the review paper by C.V. Thompson [1] ). Nowadays, the solid-state dewetting has been widely used in making arrays of nanoscale particles for optical and sensor devices [10, 11] and catalyzing the growth of carbon nanotubes [12] and semiconductor nanowires [13] . It has attracted ever more attention because of its potential technology applications and great interests in understanding its fundamental physics.
The dewetting of thin solid films deposited on substrates is very similar to the dewetting phenomena of liquid films on substrates [14] [15] [16] . For example, for both the phenomena, dewetting and pinch-off may happen when an initially continuous and long thin film is bonded to a rigid substrate and eventually an array of isolated particles will form. However, the main difference comes from their different ways in mass transport, while the solid-state dewetting occurs through surface diffusion instead of fluid dynamics in liquid dewetting. The solid-state dewetting can be modeled as a type of interface-tracking problem for the evolution via surface diffusion and contact line migration (or moving contact line). More specifically, the contact line is a triple line (where the film, substrate, and vapor phases meet) that migrates as the curve/surface evolves. Compared to the widely studied problems about closed curve/surface evolution under surface diffusion flow (shown in Fig. 1(a) ), to some extent, the solid-state dewetting problem can be regarded as a type of open curve/surface evolution problems under surface diffusion flow together with contact line migration (shown in Fig. 1(b) ) and this type of geometric evolution problems has posed a considerable challenge to researchers in materials science, applied mathematics and scientific computing [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The isotropic surface diffusion equation was first proposed by W.W. Mullins in 1957 for describing the development of the surface grooving at the grain boundaries [26] . Since then, lots of researchers have generalized the equation to include the anisotropic effects of crystalline films [27] [28] [29] [30] , and used them to study different interesting phenomena in materials science and applied mathematics. The surface diffusion equation in 2D for a closed curve evolution in a sharp-interface model can be stated as follows:
where X := X(s, t) = (x(s, t), y(s, t)) represents the moving interface, s is the arc length or distance along the interface and t is the time, n is the interface outer unit normal direction, and the chemical potential with 0 < ε ≪ 1 a small regularization parameter, θ ∈ [−π, π] the local orientation (i.e., the angle between the interface outer normal and y-axis or between the interface tangent vector and x-axis) (cf. Fig. 2 ), and κ := κ(s, t) the curvature of the interface curve, which is defined as κ = − (∂ ss X) · n.
(1.3)
Here γ := γ(θ) represents the (dimensionless) surface energy (density) (e.g., scaled by the dimensionless unit of the surface energy γ 0 > 0, which is usually taken as 1 2π π −π γ(θ)dθ) [22, 23] , and it is usually a periodic positive function with period 2π. If γ(θ) ≡ 1 which is independent of θ, then the surface energy is isotropic; otherwise, it is anisotropic. If γ(θ) ∈ C 2 [−π, π], it is usually classified as smooth; otherwise, it is non-smooth and/or "cusped". For a smooth surface energy γ(θ), if the surface stiffness γ(θ) := γ(θ) + γ ′′ (θ) > 0 for all θ ∈ [−π, π], it is called as weakly anisotropic; otherwise, if there exist some orientations θ ∈ [−π, π] such that γ(θ) = γ(θ) + γ ′′ (θ) < 0, then it is strongly anisotropic. In many applications in materials science, the following (dimensionless) k-fold smooth surface energy is widely used
where β ≥ 0 controls the degree of the anisotropy, k is the order of the rotational symmetry (usually taken as k = 2, 3, 4, 6 for crystalline materials) and φ ∈ [0, π] represents a phase shift angle describing a rotation of the crystallographic axes of the thin film with respect to the substrate plane. For this surface energy, when β = 0, it is isotropic; when 0 < β < 1 k 2 −1 , it is weakly anisotropic; and when β > 1 k 2 −1 , it is strongly anisotropic.
For a closed curve Γ in 2D, when the surface energy is isotropic/weakly anisotropic, by defining the total free energy W = Γ γ(θ)ds and calculating its variation with respect to Γ, one can obtain the chemical potential (1.2a) [27] . Then the governing equations (1.1), (1.2a) and (1.3) control how a closed curve evolves under surface diffusion flow with isotropic/weakly anisotropic surface energies. On the other hand, in the strongly anisotropic surface energy case, the problem of the governing equations (1.1), (1.2a) and (1.3) becomes mathematically ill-posed. In this case, sharp corners may appear on the crystalline thin film during temporal evolution and a range of crystallographic orientations is missing from the final equilibrium thin film shape [28, 31] . In this scenario, in order to make the problem well-posed, one can regularize the total free energy W by adding a regularized Willmore energy as W ε = Γ γ(θ)ds + ε 2 2 Γ κ 2 ds with 0 < ε ≪ 1 a regularization parameter [28, 29] . Again, by calculating its variation with respect to Γ, one can obtain the chemical potential (1.2b) [28] [29] [30] [31] . Then the governing equations (1.1), (1.2b) and (1.3) control how a closed curve evolves under surface diffusion flow with strongly anisotropic surface energies. Based on these sharp-interface models, different numerical methods have been proposed in the literatures for simulating the evolution of a closed curve under surface diffusion, such as the marker-particle methods [32, 33] , the finite element method based on a graph representation of the surface [34] [35] [36] and the parametric finite element method (PFEM) [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . On the other hand, for a non-smooth and/or "cusped" surface energy, one usually needs to first smooth the surface energy γ(θ), then apply the above governing equations, and we will discuss this case in Section 5. From now on, we always assume that the surface energy is smooth, i.e. γ ∈ C 2 [−π, π]. For the solid-state dewetting problem, i.e., evolution of an open curve/surface under surface diffusion and contact line migration, different mathematical models and corresponding numerical algorithms have also been developed in the literatures [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . According to their designing ideas, these methods can be mainly categorized into two different classes: interface-tracking methods and interface-capturing methods. In the interface-tracking methods, the moving interface is simulated by the sharp-interface model. Numerically, it is explicitly represented by the computational mesh, and the mesh is updated when the interface evolves. Along this approach, D.J. Srolovitz and S.A. Safran proposed a sharp-interface model for the solid-state dewetting of thin films with isotropic surface energies [17] . Based on this model, the marker-particle method was presented for the simulation of the solid-state dewetting [18, 19] . Recently, sharp-interface models were obtained rigorously via the energy variational method for the temporal evolution of open curves in 2D for the solid-state dewetting of thin films with weakly and strongly anisotropic surface energies. For details, we refer to [22] [23] [24] and references therein. On the other hand, in the interface-capturing methods, an artificial scalar function, e.g., the phase function, needs to be introduced and the interface is represented (or "captured") by the zero-contour of the phase function. The most common representatives of these interfacecapturing methods are the level set method and phase field method. For example, these interface-capturing methods to compute surface diffusion have been studied in the literature for level set methods [42] [43] [44] and phase field methods [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . However, for solid-state dewetting problems, in addition to the surface diffusion, the main difficulty for these interface-capturing methods lies in how to deal with the complex boundary conditions which result from contact line migrations. Recently, a phase field model by using the Cahn-Hilliard equation with degenerate mobility and nonlinear boundary conditions along the substrate has been proposed for simulating the solid-state dewetting with isotropic surface energy [21] , and this method was recently extended to the weakly anisotropic surface energy case [25] . For comparisons between the interface-tracking and interface-capturing methods, each one has its own advantages and disadvantages. The interface-tracking methods via the sharp-interface model can always give the correct physics about surface diffusion together with contact line migration for the solid-state dewetting, and it is computationally efficient since it is one dimension less in space compared to the phase field model. But it is very tedious and troublesome to handle topological changes, e.g., pinch-off events. On the other hand, the interface-capturing methods via the phase field model can in general handle automatically topological changes and complicated geometries, but the sharp-interface limits of these phase field models are still unclear [50] , and efficient and accurate simulations for surface diffusion and solid-state dewetting problems by using these models are still not well developed.
The main objectives of this paper are as follows: (1) to derive the weak (or variational) formulation of the sharp-interface models for the solid-state dewetting when the surface energy is isotropic/weakly or strongly anisotropic, (2) to develop a parametric finite element method (PFEM) for simulating the solidstate dewetting of thin films with anisotropic surface energies via the sharp-interface continuum models, (3) to demonstrate the efficiency, accuracy and flexibility of the proposed PFEM for simulating solid-state dewetting with different surface energies, (4) to show some interesting phenomena of the temporal evolution of open curves under surface diffusion and contact line migration arising from the solid-state dewetting, such as facets, pinch-off, wavy structures, multiple equilibrium shapes, etc., and (5) to extend the sharp-interface models and the PFEM to the case where the surface energy is non-smooth and/or "cusped".
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the sharp-interface continuum model of the solid-state dewetting problems with isotropic/weakly anisotropic surface energies, present its variational formulation and the corresponding PFEM, and test the convergence order. Similar results for the strongly anisotropic case are shown in Section 3. Extensive numerical results are reported in Section 4 to demonstrate the accuracy and high performance of the proposed PFEM and to show some interesting phenomena in the solid-state dewetting including the morphology evolution of small and large island films. In Section 5, we extend our approach for the case of non-smooth and/or cusped surface energies, and test the convergence of the models with respect to the small smoothing parameter. Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section 6.
For isotropic/weakly anisotropic surface energies
In this section, we first review the sharp-interface model obtained recently by us for the solid-state dewetting with isotropic/weakly anisotropic surface energies [22] , derive its variational formulation and show mass (area) conservation and energy dissipation within the weak formulation, present the PFEM and test numerically its convergence order.
Film Substrate
Vapor Figure 2 : A schematic illustration of a solid thin film on a flat and rigid substrate in two dimensions. As the film morphology evolves, the contact points x l c and x r c move along the substrate.
The sharp-interface model
For an open curve Γ := Γ(t) in 2D with two triple (or contact) points x represents a dimensionless material parameter and γ VS and γ FS denote two material constants for the vapor-substrate and film-substrate surface energies, respectively. By calculating variations with respect to Γ and the two contact points x l c and x r c , respectively, the following sharp-interface model has been obtained for the temporal evolution of the open curve Γ with applications in the solid-state dewetting of thin films with isotropic/weakly anisotropic surface energies [22, 24] :
where L := L(t) represents the total length of the moving interface at time t, together with the following boundary conditions:
(ii) relaxed contact angle condition
are the (dynamic) contact angles at the left and right contact points, respectively, 0 < η < ∞ denotes the contact line mobility, and f (θ; σ) is defined as [22] 6) such that f (θ; σ) = 0 is the anisotropic Young equation [22] . For the isotropic surface energy case (i.e., γ(θ) ≡ 1), the above anisotropic Young equation collapses to the well-known (isotropic) Young equation cos θ = σ = γV S −γF S γ0 [14] [15] [16] , which has been widely used to determine the contact angle at the triple point in the equilibrium of liquid wetting/dewetting with isotropic surface energy. In fact, the zero-mass flux condition (2.5) ensures that the total mass of the thin film is conserved during the evolution, implying that there is no mass flux at the contact points. For the study of dynamics, the initial condition is given as
By defining the total mass of the thin film A(t) (or the enclosed area by the moving interface Γ(t) and the substrate) and the total (interfacial) energy of the system W (t) as [22] : 8) it has been shown that the mass is conserved and total energy is decreasing under the dynamics of the above sharp-interface model (2.1)-(2.5) with (2.7) [22, 24] .
Variational formulation
In order to present the variational formulation of the problem (2.1)-(2.5), we introduce a new timeindependent spatial variable ρ ∈ I := [0, 1] and use it to parameterize the curve Γ(t) instead of the arc length s. More precisely, assume that Γ(t) is a family of open curves in the plane, where t ∈ [0, T ] with T > 0 a fixed time, then we can parameterize the curves as Γ(t) = X(ρ, t) :
It should be noted that the relationship between the variable ρ and the arc length s can be given as s(ρ, t) = ρ 0 |∂ q X| dq, which immediately implies that ∂ ρ s = |∂ ρ X|.
Introduce the functional space with respect to the evolution curve Γ(t) as L 2 (I) = {u : I → R, and
equipped with the L 2 inner product 
where a and b are two given constants which are related to the two moving contact points at time t, respectively, and
} is the standard Sobolev space with the derivative taken in the distributional or weak sense. For the simplicity of notations, we denote the functional space H 1 0 (I) := H 1 0,0 (I). By using the integration by parts, we can obtain the variational problem for the solid-state dewetting problem with isotropic/weakly anisotropic surface energies: given an initial curve Γ(0) = X(ρ, 0) = X 0 (s) with s = L 0 ρ for ρ ∈ I, for any time t ∈ (0, T ], find the evolution curves Γ(t) = X(ρ, t) ∈ H .2) by re-formulating it as κn = −∂ ss X and dot-product the test function ω. For the isotropic case, i.e., γ(θ) ≡ 1, it is easy to see that µ = κ from Eq. (2.13), thus the above variational problem can be simplified by dropping Eq. (2.13) and setting µ = κ in Eq. (2.12). We remark here that, for isotropic/weakly anisotropic case, a similar variational problem was presented by J.W. Barrett et al. [40, 41] based on the anisotropic curvature κ γ = (γ + γ ′′ )κ and a PFEM was proposed for discretizing the corresponding variational problem with applications to thermal grooving and sintering in materials science. An advantage of their method is that they can prove a stability bound for a special class of anisotropic surface energy density. However, it is not clear on how to extend their approach for handling with the strongly anisotropic case. On the other hand, our variational problem (2.12)-(2.14) can be easily extended to the strongly anisotropic case (see details in the next section).
For the simplicity of notations, we use the subscripts s, ρ, t in the following to denote partial derivatives with respect to the arc length s, the newly introduced fixed domain variable ρ and the time t, respectively. For the weak solution of the variational problem (2.12)-(2.14), we can show that it has the property of mass conservation and energy dissipation.
Proposition 2.1 (Mass conservation).
Assume that (X(ρ, t), µ(ρ, t), κ(ρ, t)) be a weak solution of the variational problem (2.12)-(2.14), then the total mass of the thin film is conserved during the evolution, i.e.,
Proof. Differentiating the left equation in (2.8) with respect to t, integrating by parts and noting (2.3), we obtain
Plugging (2.12) with ϕ = 1 into the above equation, we have
which immediately implies the mass conservation in (2.15) by noticing the initial condition (2.7).
Proposition 2.2 (Energy dissipation).
Assume that (X(ρ, t), µ(ρ, t), κ(ρ, t)) be a weak solution of the variational problem (2.12)-(2.14) and it has higher regularity, i.e., X(ρ,
, then the total energy of the thin film is decreasing during the evolution, i.e.,
Proof. Differentiating the right equation in (2.8) with respect to t, we get
Using the following expressions
where the notation ⊥ denotes clockwise rotation by 
At the two contact points, we have the following expressions
Substituting (2.19)-(2.21) into (2.18) and noting (2.22)-(2.23), we obtain
Choosing the test functions ϕ, ψ, ω in the variational problem (2.12)-(2.14) as 25) where
, and in addition, the two functions c 27) which immediately implies the energy dissipation in (2.17) by noticing the initial condition (2.7). 
Parametric finite element approximation
In order to present the PFEM for the variational problem (2.12)-(2.14), let h = 1 N with N a positive integer, denote ρ j = jh for j = 0, 1, . . . , N and I j = [ρ j−1 , ρ j ] for j = 1, 2, . . . , N , thus a uniform partition of I is given as I = [0, 1] = N j=1 I j , and take time steps as 0 = t 0 < t 1 < t 2 < . . . and denote time step sizes as τ m := t m+1 − t m for m ≥ 0. Introduce the finite dimensional approximations to H 1 (I) and H 1 a,b (I) with a and b two given constants as
where P 1 denotes all polynomials with degrees at most 1. Again, for the simplicity of notations, we denote
and κ m be the numerical approximations of the moving curve Γ(t m ) := X(·, t m ), the normal vector n, the chemical potential µ and the curvature κ at time t m , respectively, for m ≥ 0. For two piecewise continuous scalar or vector functions u and v defined on the interval I, with possible jumps at the nodes {ρ j } N −1 j=1 , we can define the mass lumped inner product
where u(ρ
In this paper, we use the P 1 (linear) elements to approximate the moving curves, therefore the numerical solutions for the moving interfaces are polygonal curves. Then the normal vector of the numerical solution Γ m inside each sub-interval I j is a constant vector and it has possible discontinuities or jumps at the nodes ρ j for for j = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. In fact, the normal vectors inside each sub-interval can be computed as
. . , N and obtain µ 0 ∈ V h and κ 0 ∈ V h via the initial data (2.7) and (2.2), then a semi-implicit parametric finite element method (PFEM) for the variational problem (2.12)-(2.14) can be given as: For m ≥ 0, first update the two contact point positions x l c (t m+1 ) and x r c (t m+1 ) via the relaxed contact angle condition (2.4) by using the forward Euler method and then find Γ m+1 = X m+1 ∈ V 
In the above numerical scheme, we use the semi-implicit P 1 -PFEM instead of the fully implicit PFEM such that only a linear system instead of a fully nonlinear system to be solved. In our practical computation, the linear system is solved by either the GMRES method or the sparse LU decomposition. In addition, it has the following advantages in terms of efficiency: (a) the numerical quadratures are calculated over the curve Γ m instead of Γ m+1 ; (b) for the nonlinear term γ(θ) + γ ′′ (θ) in (2.32), we can evaluate the values θ = θ m on the curve Γ m instead of Γ m+1 . Thus it is much more efficient than the fully implicit PFEM. For the case of isotropic surface energy, we have the following proposition: Proof. When γ(θ) ≡ 1, (2.32) collapses to
Plugging (2.35) into (2.31), we obtain that the discrete variational problem (2.31)-(2.33) is equivalent to the following problem together with (2.35):
The well-posedness of the discrete variational problem (2.36)-(2.37) has been proved by J.W. Barrett (see Theorem 2.1 in [38] ), thus the discrete variational problem (2.31)-(2.33) is well-posed when the surface energy is isotropic.
By using matrix perturbation theory, we can also show that the discrete variational problem (2.31)-(2.33) is (locally) well-posed when the surface energy γ(θ) is taken as (1.4) when 0 < β ≪ 1 is chosen sufficiently small under proper stability condition on the time step. Of course, for weakly anisotropic surface energy with general γ(θ), it is a very interesting and challenging problem to establish the well-posedness of the discrete variational problem (2.31)-(2.33). In this case, due to that the variational problem (2.31)-(2.33) is a mixed type, some kind of inf-sup condition of the finite element spaces V h and V h 0 need to be proved or required.
In the above numerical scheme, initially at t = t 0 = 0, we can always choose
are equally distributed with respect to the arc length s. Certainly, when m ≥ 1, the partition points on Γ m might be no longer equally distributed with respect to the arc length. However, this might not bring pronounced disadvantages for the numerical scheme since we have made the time-independent spatial variable ρ more flexible instead of restricting it to be the arc length of the curve. In fact, if we define the mesh-distribution function as Ψ(t = t m ) = Ψ m := 
Numerical convergence test
In this section, we investigate the numerical convergence order of the proposed PFEM, i.e., Eqs (2.31)-(2.33), by performing simulations for a closed curve evolution or an open curve evolution (i.e., solid-state dewetting) under the surface diffusion flow. The governing equations for a closed curve evolution are given by Eqs. (1.1), (1.2a) and (1.3) with periodic boundary conditions, and the solid-state dewetting problem can be described as an open curve evolution, while the governing equations are the same as those for a closed curve evolution, but need to couple with the boundary conditions (2.3)-(2.5).
In the paper, we use essentially uniform time steps in our numerical simulations, i.e., τ m = τ for m = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1. In order to compute the convergence order at any fixed time, we can define the following numerical approximation solution in any time interval as [38] : 38) where h and τ denote the uniform grid size and time step that we used in the numerical simulations. The numerical error e h,τ (t) in the L ∞ norm can be measured as (ρ j , t). We remark here that the above L ∞ -norm in (2.39) has been adapted in [38] [39] [40] [41] for studying numerically convergence rate of the PFEM for time evolution of a closed curve under motion by mean curvature or the Willmore flow.
To the best of our knowledge, convergence rate of PFEM has been reported in the literature for time evolution of a closed curve under motion by mean curvature or the Willmore flow [38] [39] [40] [41] . However, there exists few literature to show the numerical convergence order about front-tracking methods for solving surface diffusion equations, especially for the evolution of open curves. In the following, we will present convergence order results of the proposed PFEM for simulating the surface diffusion flow, including the two different cases: closed curve evolution and open curve evolution (i.e., simulating solid-state dewetting).
In order to test the convergence order of the proposed numerical scheme, the computational set-up is prepared as follows: for a closed curve evolution, including the isotropic (shown in Table 1 ) and anisotropic (shown in Table 2 ) cases, the initial shape of thin film is chosen as a closed tube, i.e., a rectangle of length 4 and width 1 added by two semi-circles with radii of 0.5 to its left and right sides, and the parameters h 0 = (8 + π)/120 and τ 0 = 0.01; for an open curve evolution, also including the isotropic (shown in Table 3 ) and anisotropic (shown in Table 4 ) cases, the initial shape of thin film is chosen as a rectangle island of length 5 and thickness 1, and h 0 = 0.05 and τ 0 = 0.005.
We compare the convergence order results for the above four cases under three different times, i.e., t = 0.5, 2.0 and 5.0. As shown in Tables 1-4 , we can clearly observe that: (i) for closed curve evolution cases, the convergence rate can almost perfectly attain the second order in the L ∞ -norm sense under the isotropic surface energy (see Table 1 ), but numerical experiments indicate that the surface energy anisotropy may reduce the convergence rate to about between 1.5 and 1.8 (see Table 2 ); and (ii) for open curve evolution cases, the convergence rates may be further reduced to only first order for the isotropic and anisotropic cases (see Tables 3&4 ). The order reduction might due to that the forward Euler scheme was applied to discretize the relaxed contact angle boundary condition, i.e., Eq. (2.4). Table 2 : Convergence rates in the L ∞ -norm for a closed curve evolution under the anisotropic surface diffusion flow, where the parameters of the surface energy are chosen as: k = 4, β = 0.06, φ = 0. Table 4 : Convergence rates in the L ∞ -norm for an open curve evolution under the anisotropic surface diffusion flow (solid-state dewetting with anisotropic surface energies), where the computational parameters are chosen as: k = 4, β = 0.06, φ = 0, σ = cos(5π/6). Compared to the traditional explicit finite difference method (e.g., marker-particle methods) for computing the fourth-order geometric evolution PDEs [18, 19, 22] , which imposes the extremely strong stability restriction on the time step, i.e., τ ∼ O(h 4 ), the proposed semi-implicit PFEM can greatly alleviate the stability restriction and our numerical experiments indicate that the time step only needs to be chosen as τ ∼ O(h 2 ) to maintain the numerical stability. Of course, rigorous numerical analysis for these observations including convergence rates and stability condition of PFEM is very important and challenging, while its mathematical study is ongoing.
For strongly anisotropic surface energies
In this section, we first review the sharp-interface model obtained recently by us for the solid-state dewetting with strongly anisotropic surface energies [24] , derive its variational formulation, present the PFEM and test numerical convergence order of the proposed PFEM. We will adopt the same notations as those in the previous section.
The (regularized) sharp-interface model
For the strongly anisotropic surface energy case, i.e., γ ∈ C 2 [−π, π] and satisfies γ(θ) + γ ′′ (θ) < 0 for some θ ∈ [−π, π], the sharp-interface model (2.1)-(2.5) will become mathematically ill-posed. In this case, a regularization energy term, e.g., the Willmore energy regularization, will be added into the total interfacial energy as
with 0 < ε ≪ 1 a regularization parameter and W wm = Fig. 2) , respectively, the following(regularized) sharp-interface model has been obtained for the temporal evolution of the open curve Γ with applications in the solid-state dewetting with strongly anisotropic surface energies [23, 24] :
together with the following boundary conditions:
where
, which reduces to f (θ; σ) when ε → 0 + . The initial condition is taken as (2.7). Compared to the fourth-order partial differential equations (PDEs) for isotropic/weakly anisotropic surface energies discussed in Section 2, here the (regularized) sharp-interface model belongs to the sixth-order dynamical evolution PDEs. Thus an additional boundary condition, i.e., the zero-curvature boundary condition (3.7), is introduced, which has been rigorously obtained from the variation of the total energy functional W ε [23, 24] . In fact, this zero-curvature boundary condition may be interpreted as that the curve tends to be faceted near the two contact points when the surface energy anisotropy is strong. Again, it has been shown that the mass is conserved and total energy is decreasing under the dynamics of the above (regularized) sharp-interface model (3.2)-(3.7) [24] .
Variational formulation
Similar to the isotropic/weakly anisotropic case from (2.1)-(2.5) to obtain the variational problem (2.12)-(2.14), by using the integration by parts, we can obtain the variational problem for the solid-state dewetting problem with strongly anisotropic surface energies, i.e., Eqs. (3.2)-(3.7): Given an initial curve Γ(0) = X(ρ, 0) = X 0 (s) with s = L 0 ρ for ρ ∈ I, for any time t ∈ (0, T ], find the evolution curves Γ(t) = X(ρ, t) ∈ H Similar to the isotropic/weakly anisotropic case in the previous Section, we can show that the weak solution of the variational problem (3.8)-(3.10) preserves the mass during the evolution. Details are omitted here for brevity.
Proposition 3.1 (Mass conservation).
Assume that (X(ρ, t), µ(ρ, t), κ(ρ, t)) be a weak solution of the variational problem (3.8)-(3.10), then the total mass of the thin film is conserved during the evolution, i.e., (2.15) is valid. 
Parametric finite element approximation
. Again due to that the variational problem (3.11)-(3.13) is a mixed type, some kind of inf-sup condition of the finite element spaces V h and V h 0 need to be proved or required if one wants to establish its well-posedness and error estimates.
It should be noted that in the numerical scheme the mesh points tend to distribute equally as the time evolves, just as the numerical scheme for weakly anisotropic cases. However, when the degree of anisotropy β becomes stronger and stronger, the curve will form sharper and sharper corners. During the practical numerical simulations for strongly anisotropic cases, we have observed that mesh-distribution function Ψ m could become very large, even bigger than one hundred, especially during the initial very short time. In this case, the excessive uneven distribution mesh will contaminate the numerical scheme and sometimes even make it become unstable. In order to overcome the problem, in the numerical simulations for strongly anisotropic cases, we need to redistribute the mesh points when the strength parameter Ψ m is larger than a prescribed critical value. The mesh redistribution procedure is as follows: (i) given the coordinates (x, y) of the mesh points at the time, a piecewise linear curve can be obtained by using linear fittings for every two consecutive points; (ii) we can obtain the arc length between any two consecutive points, and therefore the total arc length; and (iii) according to these arc lengths and linear polynomials, we redistribute these mesh points at evenly spaced arc lengths. In addition, when the regularization parameter ε becomes small, in general, the mesh size and time step in the numerical scheme should accordingly become small to ensure the numerical scheme to be stable and to resolve the small regularized corners.
Numerical convergence test
In this section, we investigate some numerical convergence results by using the proposed PFEM, i.e., Eqs. (3.11)-(3.13), for solving these problems when the surface energy is strongly anisotropic. In order to test the convergence order of the PFEM for the strongly anisotropy case, the initial shape of the thin film is chosen as the same as that in these isotropic or weakly anisotropic cases presented in Section 2.4. For the closed curve evolution, the computational parameters are chosen as h 0 = (8 + π)/120 and τ 0 = h Tables 5-6 , the numerical convergence order results of the proposed PFEM under strongly anisotropic cases are similar to those under weakly anisotropic cases, i.e., the convergence order can still attain about between 1.5 and 1.8 for closed curve evolution; and for open curve evolution, the convergence order decreases a little bit, but still can attain almost first order. We note here that in the strongly anisotropic case if the degree of the anisotropy β becomes larger and larger, the interface curve will form sharper and sharper corners. Under these circumstances, we usually need to redistribute mesh points if the mesh distribution function Ψ(t) is larger than a given critical value. Based on our numerical experiments, these mesh redistribution steps might pollute a little bit of the convergence order of the numerical scheme. Table 5 : Convergence rates in the L ∞ -norm for a closed curve evolution about the surface diffusion problem with the strongly anisotropic surface energy: k = 4, β = 0.1, φ = 0, where the regularization parameter: ε = 0.1. Table 6 : Convergence rates in the L ∞ -norm for an open curve evolution about the solid-state dewetting problem with the strongly anisotropic surface energy: k = 4, β = 0.1, φ = 0, where ε = 0.1, σ = cos(3π/4).
e h,τ (t = 0. Furthermore, different from weakly anisotropic cases, the governing equations for strongly anisotropic cases introduce a new parameter ε to regularize the problem to be well-posed. Theoretically, in order to obtain correct asymptotic solutions, we should make ε be chosen as small as possible during simulations; however, practically very small parameters ε can bring severe numerical stability constraints and high resolution requirement in space, and thus cause very small mesh sizes and very high computational costs. So we must balance both the factors in numerical simulations. 3 shows the numerical equilibrium shapes of a strongly anisotropic island film for different regularization parameters ε under the parameters k = 4, β = 0.2, φ = 0, σ = cos(2π/3) (Fig. 3(a) ) and k = 4, β = 0.2, φ = 0, σ = cos(π/3) (Fig. 3(b) ). Initially, the shape of thin island film is a rectangle with length 5 and height 1, and we let it evolve into its equilibrium shape. Then, we compare the numerical equilibrium shapes as a function of different parameters ε with the theoretical equilibrium shape (shown by the solid black lines in Fig. 3 ). As clearly shown in Fig. 3 , the numerical equilibrium shapes converge to the theoretical equilibrium shapes (constructed by the Winterbottom construction [23, 24] ) with decreasing the small parameter ε from ε = 0.2 to ε = 0.025 in the two different cases.
Numerical results & discussion
Based on the mathematical models and numerical methods presented above, we will present the numerical results in this section from simulating solid-state dewetting in several different thin-film geometries with weakly or strongly anisotropic surface energies in 2D. For simplicity, we set the initial thin film thickness to unity in the following simulations. The contact line mobility η determines the relaxation rate of the dynamical contact angle to the equilibrium contact angle, and in principle, it is a material parameter and should be determined either from physical experiments or microscopic (e.g., molecular dynamical) simulations. In this paper, we will always choose the contact line mobility as η = 100 in numerical simulations, and the detailed discussion about its influence to solid-state dewetting evolution process can be found in the reference [22] .
Weakly anisotropic surface energies
By performing numerical simulations, we now examine the evolution of island thin films on a flat substrate with different degrees of anisotropy and k-fold crystalline symmetries. The evolution of small, initially rectangular islands (with length 5 and thickness 1, shown in red) towards their equilibrium shapes is shown in Fig. 4 for several different anisotropy strengths β and k-fold crystalline symmetries under the fixed parameters φ = 0, σ = cos(3π/4). As clearly observed from Fig. 4(a)-(c) , when the strength of anisotropy increases from 0.02 to 0.06, the equilibrium shape (shown in blue) changes from smooth and nearly circular to an increasingly anisotropic shape with increasingly sharp corners, as expected based on theoretical predictions. On the other side, when the rotational symmetry k increases, we can observe that the number of "facets" in the equilibrium shape also increases (see Fig. 4(d)-(f) ). .8)) and normalized island area A(t)/A(0) in the weakly anisotropic case, and it clearly demonstrates that the total energy of the system decays monotonically and that the island area is conserved during the entire simulation. In the meanwhile, Fig. 5(b) depicts the temporal evolution of the mesh distribution function Ψ(t) in the same case, and we can see that in an instant the function increases fast to a critical number (which is small and no more than 3), then gradually decreases in a very long time, and finally converges to 1 (i.e., meaning that the mesh is equally distributed). This clearly demonstrates from numerical simulations that the proposed PFEM has the long-time mesh equidistribution property. To observe rotation effects of the crystalline axis of the island relative to the substrate normal, we also performed numerical simulations of the evolution of small islands with different phase shifts φ for the weakly anisotropic cases under the computational parameters: k = 4, β = 0.06, σ = cos(5π/6). As shown in Fig. 6 , the asymmetry of the equilibrium shapes is clearly observed, which can be explained as breaking the symmetry of the surface energy anisotropy (defined in Eq. (1.4)) with respect to the substrate normal. Fig. 7 for the normalized total free energy and the normalized area (mass).
As noted in the papers [20] [21] [22] , when the aspect ratios of thin island films are larger than a critical value, the islands will pinch-off. Fig. 7 depicts the temporal evolution of a very large island film (aspect ratio of 60) with weakly anisotropic surface energy. As shown in Fig. 7 , solid-state dewetting very quickly leads to the formation of ridges at the island edges followed by valleys. As time evolves, the ridges and valleys become increasingly exaggerated, then the two valleys merge near the island center. At the time t = 371, the valley at the center of the island hits the substrate, leading to a pinch-off event that separates the initial island into a pair of islands. Finally, the two separated islands continue to evolve until they reach their equilibrium shapes. The corresponding evolution of the normalized total free energy and normalized total area (mass) are shown in Fig. 8 . An interesting phenomenon here is that the total energy undergoes a sharp drop at t = 371, the moment when the pinch-off event occurs. In order to obtain a qualitative comparison with other methods, we choose the same computational parameters as in the paper [22] . The pinch-off time t = 371 we obtained by using PFEM for this example is very close to the result t = 374 by using marker-particle methods in [22] . But under the same computational resource, the computational time by using PFEM for this example is about several hours, while it is about two weeks by using marker-particle methods [22] . Note here that once the interface curve hits the substrate somewhere in the simulation, it means that a pinch-off event has happened and a new contact point is generated, then after the pinch-off, we compute each part of the pinch-off curve separately. In order to compare with weakly anisotropic cases, we also performed numerical simulations for the evolution of small island films with strongly anisotropic surface energies under different degrees of anisotropy and k-fold crystalline symmetries. The numerical equilibrium shapes of small, initially rectangular islands (with length 5 and thickness 1) are shown in Fig. 9 for several different anisotropy strengths β and k-fold crystalline symmetries under the fixed parameters φ = 0, σ = cos(3π/4), ε = 0.1. As clearly observed from Fig. 9(a)-(c) , when the strength of anisotropy increases to β = 0.4 (where k = 4 is fixed), the equilibrium shape becomes almost perfectly "faceting", and we can observe visually that the apparent missing orientations occur at its sharp corners. This conclusion is also valid for other values of rotational symmetries (see Fig. 9(d)-(f) ). difference between the two examples lies in that the phase shift is chosen as φ = 0 in Fig. 10 , while as φ = π/4 in Fig. 11 . By simple calculations for Eq. (1.4), we can obtain that if φ = 0, the surface energy γ(θ) attains the minimum at the orientations θ = ±π/4, ±3π/4; if φ = π/4, then it attains the minimum at the orientations θ = 0, ±π/2. Reflecting from the dynamical evolution, we can clearly observe that in Fig. 10 , the wavy (or "saw-tooth") structure forms along the orientations θ = ±π/4 during the evolution, and as the time evolves, the ridge will grow while the valley will sink, and if the island film is long enough, the valley may eventually hit the substrate and cause the pinch-off phenomenon (see Fig. 13 for the evolution of a long island film); but in Fig. 11 , we can observe that no wavy structure appears, and the facets are always along the orientation θ = 0. This can explain that during real physical experiments, some thin film materials (e.g., fully faceted single crystal Si films [20, 55, 56] ) in solid-state dewetting may not form valley structures. Figure 12 : (a) The temporal evolution of the normalized (regularized) total free energy (defined in Eq. (3.1)) and the normalized area (mass); (b) the temporal evolution of the mesh distribution function Ψ(t). Note here that we need to redistribute equally the mesh when the function Ψ(t) is larger than a prescribed value (here choose the value as 2) in the strongly anisotropic case. The computational parameters are chosen as the same as Fig. 10 .
On the other hand, we also simulate the temporal evolution of the normalized total energy W ε (t)/W ε (0) (where W ε (t) is defined in Eq. (3.1)) and normalized island area A(t)/A(0) in the strongly anisotropic case. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , it clearly offers a numerical validation that the regularized total free energy W ε decreases monotonically at all times and that the total island area (or mass) is always conserved during the 20 evolution of thin films. Fig. 12(b) depicts the temporal evolution of the mesh distribution function Ψ(t). Different from weakly anisotropic cases, because of the strong anisotropy, faceting structures and sharp corners may form, and at the beginning of evolution, mesh points may quickly gather together near the sharp corners, and the excessive uneven distribution of mesh points will deteriorate the numerical stability of the scheme. Therefore, in strongly anisotropic cases, we need to redistribute the mesh points once Ψ(t) is larger than a given value (here we choose this value as 2). As a matter of fact, as reflected by Fig. 12(b) , the mesh redistribution is only needed at the beginning of evolution, and after a period of time, Ψ(t) will decrease monotonically and finally converge to one.
(a) (b) (c) We also examine the evolution of very large island films with strongly anisotropic surface energies. As noted in the papers [23, 24] , when the surface energy anisotropy is strong, multiple equilibrium shapes may appear for thin films with the same enclosed area (mass) but with different initial shapes. As shown in Fig. 13 , we simulate the morphology evolution of long island films initially with the same enclosed area 60 but with different initial shapes: (a) rectangle; (b) upper trapezoidal; (c) down trapezoidal. Because the aspect ratios of three islands are very large, the pinch-off events will happen in these three cases. We can clearly observe that, wavy structures appear during the evolution of these three cases, and eventually the initial long islands are split into three small parts. The interesting finding is that no matter what the initial shape is, the equilibrium shape of the center part which is detached from the long island films always takes the similar shape and the same equilibrium contact angle (see the bottom row in Fig. 13 ).
Extensions to non-smooth and/or "cusped" surface energies
In this section, we will discuss how to deal with the case when the surface energy γ(θ) is non-smooth and/or "cusped" and present some numerical results.
Smoothing the surface energy
In the application of materials science, the surface energy γ(θ) is usually piecewise smooth and it has only finite non-smooth and/or "cusped" points. Two typical examples are given as below [51] :
where n is a positive integer, β ≥ 0 is a constant, k is a positive integer, φ ∈ [0, π] and α i ∈ [0, π] for i = 1, 2, . . . , n are given constants. In this scenario, one can first smooth the surface energy γ(θ) by a C 2 -smooth function γ δ (θ) with 0 < δ ≪ 1 a smoothing parameter such that γ δ (θ) converges to γ(θ) uniformly for θ ∈ [−π, π] when δ → 0 + . For the above two examples, they can be smoothed as
3)
where 0 < δ ≪ 1 is the smoothing parameter. For the smoothed surface energy γ δ (θ), if it is weakly anisotropic, i.e., γ δ (θ)+γ ′′ δ (θ) > 0 for all θ ∈ [−π, π], we can use the sharp-interface model and the PFEM presented in Section 2 by replacing γ(θ) with γ δ (θ); on the other hand, if it is strongly anisotropic, i.e., γ δ (θ) + γ ′′ δ (θ) < 0 for some θ ∈ [−π, π], then we need to use the (regularized) sharp-interface model with a regularization parameter 0 < ε ≪ 1 and the PFEM presented in Section 3 by replacing γ(θ) with γ δ (θ). For the above two examples, it is easy to show that the smoothed surface energy γ δ (θ) in (5.3) is weakly anisotropic when δ > 0; on the other hand, the smoothed surface energy γ δ (θ) in (5.4) is strongly anisotropic when β is chosen to be large enough.
Model convergence test and numerical results
Fig. 14 depicts the convergence result of the numerical equilibrium shapes to its theoretical equilibrium shape for an initially rectangle island film of length 5 and thickness 1 with the above "cusped" surface energy (5.1) under different values of the smoothing parameter δ. As we know, for the above surface energy (5.1) with cusps (n = 2, α 1 = 0, α 2 = π/2), its Wulff shape [51, 52] is a square with complete "faceting" on its four edges, and then its Winterbottom shape (i.e., its theoretical equilibrium shape, shown by the solid black line in Fig. 14) can be directly constructed by using the flat substrate to truncate its Wulff shape [53, 54] . As shown in Fig. 14 , we can clearly observe that the numerical equilibrium shapes (shown in colors) gradually uniformly converges to its theoretical equilibrium shape (complete facets) when the smoothing parameter δ decreases from 0.2 to 0.05. Fig. 15 depicts the convergence result of the numerical equilibrium shapes to its theoretical equilibrium shape for an initially rectangle island film of length 5 and thickness 1 with the above "cusped" surface energy (5.2) (k = 4, β = 0.2, φ = 0, n = 1, α 1 = 0) under different values of the smoothing parameter δ and regularization parameter ε. The theoretical equilibrium shape for the above surface energy can be predicted by the generalized Winterbottom construction presented in [23, 24] , represented by the solid black line in Fig. 15 . As shown in Fig. 15 , we can clearly observe that the numerical equilibrium shapes (shown in colors) gradually uniformly converges to its theoretical equilibrium shape ("facet + smooth curve" shape) when both the parameters decrease from ε = δ = 0.2 to ε = δ = 0.05. 
Conclusions
We propose a parametric finite element method (PFEM) for solving sharp-interface models about solidstate dewetting of thin films with isotropic/weakly or strongly anisotropic surface energies and non-smooth surface energies. Compared to the widely studied surface diffusion flow for a closed curve evolution, solidstate dewetting can be modeled as the interface-tracking problem where morphology evolution is governed by surface diffusion and contact line migration. To some extent, this problem can be viewed as a new type of geometric evolution PDEs, i.e., surface diffusion flow for a new type of open curve evolution, and the boundary conditions which govern the contact line migration are also crucial to this problem. Then we performed extensive numerical simulations for solid-state dewetting under the two cases: weakly anisotropic and strongly anisotropic. Various convergence tests are performed for the proposed PFEM, and we also examined the evolution of small islands on a flat substrate with different physical parameters, and the evolution of large islands on a flat substrate, where pinch-off events occur. Many interesting phenomena and complexities associated with solid-state dewetting experiments are also presented by numerical simulations. Although the present PFEM is mainly focused on two-dimensions, some recent papers [41, 57] have shed some light on how to extend PFEM to three-dimensions for solving similar type of problems, and our future studies will consider to extend the PFEM to simulating solid-state dewetting in three-dimensions, i.e., simulating a moving open surface under surface diffusion flow coupled with contact line migration.
